Short Term Aviation Programs
Composite, Sheet Metal, Process Mechanic Paint

Our Students Come First
There has been a temporary change in our short term programs. These three aviation programs are designed to get students into the workforce fast upon completion with minimal to no debt with the help of our Wichita Promise Scholarship. With the halt in production at Spirit, we are putting composite, sheet metal and paint programs on hold by not enrolling until Spirit starts up their hiring process again. We want the best outcome in job placement for our students, so this decision was made with their future in mind.

There are Other Program Options!
We have alternative options for programs that might suit your interests. We would love to be able to sit down and discuss your future and what may be the best path for you. Follow the steps listed below to apply to WSU Tech and meet with an advisor.

Start the 4 Step Enrollment Process Today!

Step (1) Complete Online Admissions Application
Apply to WSU Tech for free on our website:
www.wsutech.edu/apply

Step (2) Make an appointment with either:
Admission Counselor:
Marcus Hernandez
mhernandez12@wsutech.edu
Academic Advisor:
Tia Keplinger
tkeplinger@wsutech.edu

Step (3) Complete the Accuplacer Next Gen/EdReady Assesment
316-677-9506
Wsutech.edu/admissions/testing/

Step (4) Apply for Financial Aid
*Complete the online Federal Aid application at fafsa.gov
WSU Tech school code = 005498
Complete 2019-2020 FAFSA using 2017 tax information

*Please meet with an admissions counselor or academic advisor to verify if an assessment test is required for your program of interest.